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Ocean-atmosphere variability in the tropical Indian Ocean is investigated

using observational data and ensemble experiments with a coupled general

circulation model. In one ensemble (IO runs) the ocean-model domain is lim-

ited to the Indian Ocean and observed sea surface temperatures force the

atmospheric model elsewhere. In a second ensemble (TPIO) the coupled do-

main includes the Tropical Pacific. The IO runs display a coupled mode of

variability with several characterists of the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), but

independent on ENSO (El-Niño Southern Oscillation). Changes in the Walker

circulation induced by ENSO are insufficient to trigger IOD events. In the

TPIO runs ENSO variability is correlated with the IOD mode as observed.

Oceanic processes are responsible for an essential component of ENSO forc-

ing in the Indian Ocean. The ENSO phase conditions the thermocline depth

in the Indonesian Throughflow region and in the southeastern IO. TPIO re-

sults are in agreement with SODA reanalysis.
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1. Introduction

The relationship between ENSO and the recently discovered Indian Ocean Dipole or

Zonal Mode (Saji et al. [1999]) has been a matter of intense debate in the last few years

(Allan et al. [2001]; Baquero-Bernal et al. [2002]; Saji and Yamagata [2003]; Krishna-

murthy and Kirtman [2003]; Gualdi et al. [2003]). In this work we address some of the

open issues with a set of coupled numerical experiments suited to examine: a) If an in-

ternal mode of variability of the Indian Ocean exists independently of ENSO, and if such

a mode is pertinent to the observed variability; b) The relationship between ENSO and

the IOD, and the conditions under which it can be properly simulated.

The particular set up of the numerical integrations follows a strategy adopted in other

studies (Yu et al. [2002]; Yu and Lau [2004]; Huang and Shukla [2005]), and aims to identify

the physical mechanisms responsible for the teleconnections over the tropical Indo-Pacific

region, revealing that the ocean plays a major role.

2. Model and simulations

The Coupled General Circulation Model (CGCM) consists of the ICTP atmospheric

GCM in its 8-layer configuration and T30 horizontal resolution (Molteni [2003]; Bracco

et al. [2004]), and MICOM (Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model) version 2.9 (Bleck

et al. [1992]), in a regional configuration with 20 vertical levels and 1o × 1o horizontal

resolution. MICOM is initialized with climatological winter values from Levitus (Levitus

et al. 1994). In the IO configuration MICOM is confined to the Indian Ocean from 35S

to 30N and from the coast of Africa to 140E. A 2o-wide zone south of 35S and east of

140E is used to blend ocean model Sea Surface Temperatures (SSTs) to observed values
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and subsurface quantities to Levitus monthly climatology. The IO ensemble consists of

10 members forced with observed SSTs from the HadISST dataset (Rayner et al. [2003])

for the period 1930-1999 outside the OGCM domain. A random perturbation is imposed

on the atmospheric initial state of each member. By definition, all members are forced by

the same SSTs in the Tropical Pacific. The last fifty years (1950-1999) are considered in

the analysis.

The TPIO integrations include the Tropical Pacific ocean in the region 35S to 30N.

Monthly observed SST climatology is prescribed elsewhere. Over the OGCM domain a

correction on the SSTs forcing the atmosphere (SSTA) is imposed with the form SSTA =

SSTcl+α[SSTO− < SSTO >], where α grows linearly from 0 to 1 during a 20 year spin-up

period, SSTcl represents the observed monthly climatology, SSTO the ocean model SST

at a given time, and < SSTO > the ocean model monthly climatology accumulated during

the spin-up phase. The model is run for a total of 145 years and the first 45 years are

discarded. Two members are analyzed. We performed an analogous integration without

correction (reference run). The correction allows for reducing the cold bias of the reference

run in the equatorial Pacific (a problem common to several CGCMs) and for obtaining a

realistic ENSO amplitude, variability and seasonal cycle.

The difference between the observed and the simulated SST climatology in boreal sum-

mer, along with the climatology of the modeled winds at 925 hPa, are shown in Fig.1 for

the IO ensemble and the TPIO runs, respectively.

In the following, model winds and SST anomalies are compared respectively with NCEP-

NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay and Coauthors [1996]) and the HadISST dataset for the period
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1950-1999. Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) products (Carton et al. [2000]),

available at http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu for the period 1958-2002, are used to validate

ocean variables.

3. The IO ensemble

The IOD index, defined as the difference of area-averaged SST monthly anomalies

(SSTAs) in the western tropical IO (WTIO) (50o-70oE, 10oS-10oN) and in the south-

eastern tropical IO (SETIO) (90o-100oE, 10oS-0o), is plotted in Fig. 2a for three members

of the IO ensemble. In all runs, quasi-biennial oscillations with amplitude ≤ 1.OC are

intercalated by strong positive events, characterized by very cold anomalies in the SE-

TIO region. The atmospheric circulation in each member is forced by the same SSTs

outside the ocean model domain, but the IOD time-series are independent. Correlations

of the model IOD index with the Niño-3.4 time-series (SSTAs averaged over the Pacific

Ocean region 170o-120oW, 5oS-5oN) are distributed as follows: −0.11 ≤ r ≤ 0.13 when

all months of the year are considered, −0.24 ≤ rJJA ≤ 0.18 if the analysis is limited to

boreal summer, and −0.28 ≤ rSON ≤ 0.04 in fall (September to November). The reference

values, based on HadISST data, are r = 0.32, rJJA = 0.54 and rSON = 0.62. Absolute

correlations greater than 0.26 and 0.31 are significant above the 95% and 99% confidence

levels according to a t-test assuming one d.o.f per season. Only two members develop a

positive IOD during the summer of 1997, when the strongest event of the last 50 years was

recorded. Therefore, this model configuration does not represent the observed ENSO-IOD

teleconnection.
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In the ensemble the variability associated with the IOD index results from an au-

tonomous coupled mode, internal to the Indian Ocean dynamics and not correlated with

ENSO. Air-sea feedbacks are crucial for its development. The ocean responds locally to the

winds, and remotely with the excitation of Rossby and Kelvin waves, in agreement with

previous model results (Murtugudde et al. [2000]; Rao et al. [2002]; Gualdi et al. [2003]).

Thermocline anomalies in SETIO during spring precondition the sign of the dipole index

for the following summer. Regression maps of modeled SSTs and near-surface winds with

the (independent) Niño-3.4 and IOD indices in summer (JJA) are presented in Fig.3c-d.

ENSO, in its positive phase, forces an anomalous surface divergence over the Indian con-

tinent that weakens the monsoon circulation and the associated rainfall. Wind anomalies

are, however, slightly too strong over the Indian continent and very weak over SETIO and

Sumatra compared to reanalysis. The SST regression map in Fig.3c shows a weak ENSO

signal over the Indian Ocean, with a cooling around Indochina accompanied by excessive

precipitations. Such a cooling may be model dependent and related to the absence of

air-sea coupling over the Pacific (Wu and Kirtman [2004]). On the other hand, both

SSTs and wind regressions with the Niño-3.4 index show good agreement with NCEP

data during spring (not shown). During positive IOD events anomalous winds strengthen

the cyclonic circulation over southern India and upwell cold water anomalies off Sumatra.

Wind anomalies south of 5oS are weaker than in the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis, and so

is the upwelling; precipitation negative anomalies do not extend into Indonesia and are

centered few degrees north of the observed signal (not shown).
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Results from the IO ensemble support the existence of an autonomous coupled mode

of variability of the Indian Ocean with some characteristic of the observed IOD but in-

dependent on ENSO. This model configuration cannot properly represent the observed

teleconnections between the Indian and the Pacific ocean, suggesting that changes in the

Walker circulation associated with ENSO are not enough to force IOD events. ENSO

forcing may be recovered if the subsurface connection between the Indian and the Pacific

Ocean is restored (as in Huang and Shukla [2005]).

4. The TPIO runs

In the TPIO runs, the Pacific and Indian Ocean are connected also through the oceanic

bridge and strong IOD events are often associated with ENSO episodes, as evident from

the Niño-3.4 and IOD indices plotted in Fig. 2c. The correlations between the IOD and

ENSO are r = 0.45, rJJA = 0.46 and rSON = 0.49 respectively for all months, summer,

and fall. 1

A slightly larger correlation coefficient is found between ENSO and SST anomalies

in WTIO (r = 0.47), in agreement with HadISST and SODA reanalysis, while ENSO

and SSTAs in SETIO are weakly anticorrelated (r = −0.29) in the model runs, and do

not display a significant correlation in the observations (see Krishnamurthy and Kirtman

[2003]). In the SETIO region the SSTs are influenced by a surface barrier layer (Sprintall

and Tomczak [1992]), whose thickness is often below the resolution of the model. The

subsurface in SETIO, on the other hand, behaves quite differently (Rao et al. [2002]), and

the agreement between the modelled results and SODA is extremely good. The analysis

of the variability of the 20o isotherm (Z20), a proxy for the thermocline depth, reveals
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that Z20 anomalies in SETIO are significantly anticorrelated with the Niño-3.4 index,

both in the model runs (r = −0.46) and in SODA (r = −0.49). Coefficients do not

vary significantly through the year. In SODA, the maximum lag correlation (r = −0.50)

is found for Z20 anomalies lagging ENSO by one month and during the spring season

(rMAM = −0.51). In the TPIO runs, for Z20 anomalies lagging ENSO by one month, the

average correlation is also r = −0.50, and for spring rMAM = −0.47. All values are above

the 99% significance level, according to a t-test.

The thermocline in SETIO is linked to the Indonesian Throughflow (ITF), as costal

Kelvin waves transport the ITF signal in the SETIO region off south Java (Sprintall

et al. [1999]). ENSO modulates the ITF with weaker (stronger) than normal transport

of warm, fresh water from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean during its positive (negative)

phase (Meyers [1996]). England and Huang [2005] provide a detailed validation of the

ITF and its variability in SODA, and find it in good agreement with the observations

available. In their work, the ITF is calculated as the depth integrated transport over the

whole water column at 8oS between 120oE-131.5oE and is anticorrelated with the Niño-

3 index (SSTA averaged over 150oW-90o, 5oS-5oN), with a maximum absolute value of

r = −0.32 for the ITF lagging ENSO by 9 months. 2 Here we limit our analysis to the

subsurface. In SODA the correlation between the Z20 anomalies in the ITF region and

the Niño-3.4 index is r = −0.63, with maximum correlation r = −0.66 for the thermocline

depth anomalies lagging ENSO by two months (Fig. 4a). In the model runs (Fig. 4b) the

average correlations are r = −0.63 at 0 lag and r = −0.70 at 2-month lag, respectively.

ENSO strongly conditions the subsurface in the SETIO region via the ITF, so that ENSO-
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related winds anomalies in spring (Annamalai et al. [2003]) may effectively trigger the IOD

by upwelling subsurface waters at anomalous temperature, whenever the barrier layer can

be eroded. The intensity of the thermocline anomalies is, in most cases, proportional to

the strength of the ENSO events.

The TPIO regression maps of winds and SSTAs with the Niño-3.4 and IOD indices

((Fig. 3e-f) show good agreement with reanalysis (Fig. 3a-b) and previous results using

global ocean models (Gualdi et al. [2003]; Huang and Shukla [2005]). The ENSO influence

over the Indian Ocean is modulated by the co-occurence of the IOD. The weakening of the

monsoon circulation is less evident over the Indian peninsula, and westerly winds along

Sumatra strengthen during summer due to cooler than normal subsurface waters upwelled

to the surface. In the IOD regression, the wind signal is better positioned and protrudes

over Indonesia, and the region of upwelling extends to 10oS.

5. Summary

In the IO ensemble the Indian Ocean displays an autonomous mode of variability with

some characteristics of the observed IOD. Such a mode is independent on ENSO and has

a quasi-biennial frequency dictated by the Rossby wave propagation time. Exceptionally

strong events, with a preferred variability on a 8-10 years period, are associated to ≥ 5oC

cold anomalies in SETIO. Interestingly, comparable large anomalies have been recorded

by corals from western Sumatra during the Holocene, about 4500 and 6300 years ago

(Abram et al. [2003]), i.e. during periods of low ENSO activity (Moy et al. [2002]).

Today, however, ENSO strongly conditions the initiation and evolution of the IOD. Dur-

ing ENSO the atmospheric bridge over the Indo-Pacific basin insures the initialization of
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the IOD mode in late spring, modifying the Walker circulation and generating anomalous

winds that favor upwelling or downwelling off Sumatra (Annamalai et al. [2003]). Such

atmospheric teleconnection, reproduced in both the IO and in the TPIO ensembles, is

necessary but not sufficient, as demonstrated by the IO runs. The conditioning of the

ocean subsurface temperatures off South Java and Sumatra, via the Indonesian Through-

flow, is essential to recover the observed relationship between ENSO and the IOD. A

shallower (deeper) than usual thermocline in SETIO and at the ITF is associated to the

positive (negative) phase of ENSO. The consequent intensification of SST anomalies in

the region of upwelling acts as a positive feedback which reinforces the ENSO-IOD locking

in summer and fall.

Notes

1. Correlations in the two TPIO runs have similar values and differences are not statistically significant. Significance has

been tested with the jacknife method applied to 50-year long subsampling of the original time-series. Values have been

averaged over the two members.

2. In both SODA and our model the ITF flows predominantly via the Makassar Strait, as other passages are closed or not

properly resolved. This is, however, in agreement with observations.
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Figure 1. Difference between observed and model SST climatology (shaded) and modeled

climatological winds at 925 hPa.

Figure 2. a) IOD index for three members of the IO ensemble, b) 2 × IOD (red) and Niño-3.4

(blue) time series for HadISST data, and c) for 50 years of one of the TPIO integrations.

Figure 3. Regression of SSTs and 925 hPa winds on the Niño-3.4 (top) and IOD indices

(bottom) for: a-b) HadISST and NCEP reanalysis; c-d) the IO ensemble; e-f) the TPIO ensemble.

Figure 4. Niño-3.4 index (blue) and 0.1 × Z20 anomalies averaged at 7.5o-8.5oS, 120oE-131.5oE

for a) SODA, b) TPIO run.
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